
 

Ch 27 Magnetic fields forces

Magnets are ancient discoveries loadstone

compass is earliest use

electric charges have t d

magnets have poles N S

opposites attract
same poles repel

both attract metals like iron why

all atoms behave like tiny magnets
iron has domains of large numbersofatoms

aligned
domains are not aligned no net magnetism

in presence f external field domainsalign

Magnetic field analogous to electric

electric



into

units Tesla T IT 104gauss

earth 0.75 gauss
refrigmagnet 100gauss

MRI n 3T
Lite magnets 8T

magnetic field lines never intersect likeelectric

earth's field see ppif.ge
d lines are vectors

filters out charged particlesfromSun

poles can not separate N S poles
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Magnetic flux net field through surface
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gotten not thin
surface

flux is Ii Be A

differential dof B di
so I fBids

surface

note E for closed su au 0 always
because field lines donot stop in
any mag charge

unit of flux Weber Tmz



Forces on movingcharge tf
Electric F qÉ
Magnetic I qExB

cross product Ex 5 defines plane

I plane either up or down
use RHD Ext pt fingers along a
righthand rule curl into b

that's the direction
ax 5 a absino in direction I plane by RAR

note I force is notalong field line for magnets
2 force is zero for particle moving 11 to field

sin 0 0

3 force for negcharge is opposite topos charge
w same velocity

applications
cathode ray tube CRT uses B fields to steer beam

see ppt



velocity selector

u I pÉ
8Exit up

IB page
p qE down

forparticle togetthan w no deflection

qua g
E M F EIB

Thompson
elections go thin voltage V gainteneigy Eel
so Im v2 a eV

or v Zeff
use velocity selector and adjust E B or plates
so electionhits centerif screen

a Eg 2emf
km zeÉ foundem

1.7 10 4kg

in 1912 Millikan measured e 1.6 10 c

this gives me 9 exit kg



Charged particle motion in B field
since É I I motion is circular

if particle has it that has 1 Il component

F Ji OI to I
É quixis glint XB

qtux It quixB
if Tate

i T constant

motion will be helical

É B

for circular part centripetal a WR
so ma

my qui B D
mpg

radiusof
circle

angular freq W E mogg 8,3 cyclotron
frequency

Gee ppt



Force on wine due to external field

stiff current

current of t charges flowing
B I wire into page

Force on single charge F qu B
total charges ne per volume

driftvelocity

V a volume

N nv total charge Q guv
V A L A cross sectional area

L length
Foot Qu B qnVuB que BL

I lastsemester
so F I LB

must be direction É II XT I pts in dir II
MEex É I

É I ExB up



loopof current

Fu É
n

We
total force is zero

By For A F

I

if allowed topivot loop will rotate sothat
the plane 1 B

Magnetic moment

Ib

Area As ab
magnetic moment M IA Iab



I IT where At plane ab

B

loop will rotate

add commutator to switch dir of I

B
brushes Jm commutator

when loop flipsover current switchesdir
in time to keep F up in right down or left

Demotor
series DC motor has internal resistance Ri

usually small Ri 21
let V 120W DC across motor

power supplied D IV
Power dissipated by Ri Pi I'Re

used by motor P Pund IE
where EE electromotive force



total Power IV IR t IE
E IV IR as expected

what happens when motor sieges
E 30 o v IR

I V R GOA tips circuit
breaker

efficiency Pp
m IEEE EIR

let It 4A Va Nov Pae 4.120 480W

E V IR 120 4 2 118

eff e

gig
a 94

Pused E I 718 47 472 W

Hall Effect




